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Truth functional accountTruth‐functional account

• A common treatment of ‘if’ in many textbooks 
of logic is to take ‘if’ as truth‐functional:g

A i di i di i l ‘if A C’ i if dAn indicative conditional ‘if A, C’ is true, if and 
only if, it is not the case that A is true and C is 
false.



CounterexamplesCounterexamples

• (1) If the sun disappears, everything will go as 
usual.

• (2a) If New York is in New Zealand, it is not the 
case that 2 + 2 = 4case that 2 + 2 = 4.

• (2b) If the weather is good, 2 + 2 = 4.



Semantic approachSemantic approach
• To accommodate those counterexamples, we p ,

should not take ‘if’ as truth‐functional.
• Stalnaker proposed a possible world semanticStalnaker proposed a possible world semantic 

of ‘if’: ‘If A, C’ is true at w, if and only if, C is 
true at the closest A‐worldtrue at the closest A‐world.

V(α > β, w) = T iff V(β, s(α, w)) = T
• Adams proposed a probabilistic account of ‘if’: 

the assertibility condition of (the degree of 
belief) of ‘if A, C’ is the probability of C given A.

A(if A, C) = b(if A, C) = p(C/A)A(if A, C)  b(if A, C)  p(C/A)



Explain counterexamplesExplain counterexamples

(1) d (2 ) ill b f l f ld h h• (1) and (2a) will be false, for a world where the 
Sun disappears is not a world where everything 

l d th t 2 2 4 i t i llgoes on as usual and that 2 + 2 = 4 is true in all 
possible worlds.

• The probability of (1) is low, for the conditional 
probability of that everything will go on as usual 

i h h di i l A (2 )given that the sun disappears is low.  As to (2a), 
since the probability of that New York is in New 
Z l d i 0 th b bilit f (2 ) i d fi dZealand is 0, the probability of (2a) is undefined.  
Thus, we shouldn’t take (2a) as true.



Unrelatedness problemUnrelatedness problem

• (2b) If the weather is good, 2 + 2 = 4.

• Intuitively, (2b) is odd, whether the weather isIntuitively, (2b) is odd, whether the weather is 
good or not.

N i h S l k Ad l i (2b)• Neither Stalnaker nor Adams can explain (2b) 
away, for 2 + 2 = 4 is true in all possible worlds 
and the probability of 2 + 2 = 4 is 1.

• Grice’s theory of implicature can help them• Grice s theory of implicature can help them 
escape the unrelatedness problem.



Pragmatic approachPragmatic approach

• Three‐steps analysis:
– First: To check the relationship between the p

antecedent and consequent.

– Second: To check whether we conflate truth withSecond: To check whether we conflate truth with 
acceptance.

Third: To check whether the conditional in– Third: To check whether the conditional in 
question is involved in reasoning.

• The idea is that something other than ‘if’ may 
affect our attitudes toward conditionals.



First step
to check the relationship between 
the antecedent and consequent

• ϕ entails ψ =df. Necessarily, if ϕ is true, ψ is true.

• ϕ presupposes ψ =df. ψ will be true, even though 
not ϕ and possibly ϕ.

• ϕ conversationally implicates ψ =df. the audience 
can derive ψ from ϕ and some cooperativecan derive ψ from ϕ and some cooperative 
principles and conversational maxims.  Besides, ψ
is cancellable in the following conversationis cancellable in the following conversation.

• ϕ conventionally implicates ψ =df. ϕ literally 
means that ψ.



Second stepp
to check whether we conflate truth with acceptance

I h ill fl i h f• In most cases, truth will conflate with acceptance, for 
people are apt to accept truth and reject falsity, and I 
call this phenomena ‘epistemic requirement’call this phenomena epistemic requirement .  
However, some examples show that a conflict between 
truth and acceptance may arise, for epistemic p y , p
requirement is not always fulfilled.

• On the one hand, under certain situations, given all the g
evidence we have, we may have knowledge by luck, 
which is demonstrated by Gettier’s famous paper ‘Is 
J tifi d T B li f K l d ?’ O th th h dJustified True Belief Knowledge?’  On the other hand, 
in history of science we can find lots of instances of 
justified false beliefs In this case people accept falsityjustified false beliefs. In this case, people accept falsity.



i i l l f hi• In my opinion, we can learn a lesson from history, 
for acceptance doesn’t mean truth.  Here I think 

fi d t it i hi h h l iwe can find out a criterion, which helps us in 
distinguishing truth from acceptance; that is, 
changing with time or not As history taught uschanging with time or not.  As history taught us, 
based on all evidence available at a certain 
moment we may accept a certain claim at thatmoment, we may accept a certain claim at that 
moment, for our acceptance is established on our 
evidence had at a time In other wordsevidence had at a time.  In other words, 
acceptance goes by evidence‐at‐t.



Third stepThird step
to check whether the conditional in question is involved in reasoning

l i l l i d i h h• In classical logic, a way to determine whether an 
argument is valid or not is to conjoin all its 

i d ‘ ’ t t it l ipremises and use ‘⊃’ to connect its conclusion.  
By doing so, we have a conditional in structure, 
once we treat ‘if’ as ‘ ’ Then if the conditionalonce we treat ‘if’ as ‘⊃’.  Then, if the conditional 
is true, the argument is valid; if not, invalid.  In my 
opinion this strategy will mislead people andopinion, this strategy will mislead people, and 
make them confuse conditionals with logical 
consequences for it conflates conditionals withconsequences, for it conflates conditionals with 
the notion of logical consequence.



h bl f f ili h i i i f• Thus, a problem of failing to catch our intuition of 
reasoning becomes a problem of conditionals.

• I agree that truth‐preserving doesn’t always stand 
for a good feature of reasoning, for we won’t 
think that all instances of paradoxes of material 
implication are good.  Thus, what we need to do 
h i i h i h i f lidihere is either to revise the notion of validity or 
keep the notion of validity unchanged and appeal 
t th ti f bl t d tto the notion of reasonableness to accommodate 
our intuition of reasoning, just like Stalnaker.



Counterexamples revisitedp
apply first step analysis

(3 ) f i h i d h• (3a) If neither Kate nor Daria answered the 
phone, then the phone was not answered by 
K tKate.

• (3b) If neither Kate nor Daria answered the 
phone, then the phone was answered by Kate.

• (4a) If the king of France is bald, he exists.
• (4b) If the king of France is bald, he doesn’t exist.
• Our intuition behind them has nothing to do withOur intuition behind them has nothing to do with 

‘if’, for we can replace ‘if’ with ‘and’ and our 
attitudes toward them remain the same.attitudes toward them remain the same.



• Some conditionals, like (1), are due to similar 
reason, for their antecedents with some 
implicitly assumed laws can entail, 
presuppose or conventionally implicate theirpresuppose, or conventionally implicate their 
consequents or the negation of their 
consequents (such as (1))consequents (such as (1)).



Counterexamples revisitedp
apply second step analysis

• Since speakers violate the conversational 
maxims ‘Be relevant’ while asserting (2a) and g ( )
(2b), audience obviously refute to accept it.  
However our refuting to accept (2a) and (2b)However, our refuting to accept (2a) and (2b) 
doesn’t mean that they are false.  Therefore, 
(2a b) are instances that are based on a(2a, b) are instances that are based on a 
conflation of truth and acceptance.



Counterexamples revisitedp
apply third step analysis

• (5a) John will arrive on the 10 o’clock plane.

• (5b) If John misses his plane in New York, he(5b) If John misses his plane in New York, he 
will arrive on the 10 o’clock plane.

Th h k (5b) f l i• The reason why we apt to take (5b) as false is 
that arriving on the 10 o’clock plane is the 
logical consequence of not missing the plane.



ConclusionConclusion

• The goal here is to show that it is too rash to 
see ‘if’ as the only suspect while explaining y p p g
phenomena by arguing that counterexamples 
can be explained away by these three stepscan be explained away by these three steps.

• Thus, truth‐functional theory of indicative 
l f blconditionals is defensible on pragmatic 

grounds.


